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Excerpt from “The ABC’s of the Word of God” Series 1:  
Principles to Live By Apostle Harold & Elect Lady Robbin Purvis 
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Excerpt from “Better Days” by Veronica Burnett 

The Realization That You Want Something 
Different: Forgiveness 

There are times when we feel we have been so wronged and we 
want that apology before we can move forward. What if that 
apology never comes? What if the person who wronged you doesn’t 
know, hasn’t recognized their wrongdoing, or worse, is not sorry for 
their actions? Will you continue to live your life holding this 
unforgiveness in your heart? TD Jakes said it best. “Holding on to 
unforgiveness is like drinking poison and waiting for the other 
person to die.” Not forgiving a person only hurts the one holding on 
to the hurt feelings and unforgiveness. Free yourself. Forgiveness is 
not excusing someone’s behavior, but rather, allowing yourself to be 
free of the burden of carrying it. Put it down. Ask God to forgive 
you for not forgiving. Ask God to help you forgive. Forgiveness is 
so liberating and it gives you back your power. 

 

 

 

 

“In prayer there is a connection between what God does and what you do. 
You can’t get forgiveness from God, for instance, without also forgiving 
others. If you refuse to do your part, you cut yourself off from God’s part. 

~ Matthew 6:14-15  
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Who or what acts do you need to forgive or want to be forgiven for? 
List them by name or act. 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  
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Write a letter of forgiveness to yourself. 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  
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Excerpt from “Spiritual Combat” by Simene’ Walden 

What is Combat? 

Combat can be defined as a fight or contest between individuals or groups. It 
can also be defined as conflict, controversy, or active fighting in a war. We are 
not fighting against people with bodies that we can see, but we are fighting 
against spirits without bodies that we cannot see. Instead of tearing one 
another down, we must engage the enemy, fight, and win in prayer. Put on 
your whole armor of God, strap up your boots and let’s war in the spirit. 

Then David said to the Philistine, “You come to me with a sword, with a 
spear, and with a javelin. But I come to you in the name of the Lord of hosts, 
the God of the armies of Israel, whom you have defied. (1 Samuel 17:45) 

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might. Put 
on the whole armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the wiles 
of the devil. For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against 
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, 
against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places. Therefore take up 
the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, 
and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having girded your waist with 
truth, having put on the breastplate of righteousness, and having shod your 
feet with the preparation of the gospel of peace; above all, taking the shield of 
faith with which you will be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked 
one. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is 
the word of God; praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, 
being watchful to this end with all perseverance and supplication for all the 
saints (Ephesians 6: 10-18)  
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This passage of Scripture provides believers with the suitable equipment and 
the guiding principles on how to operate and defeat the enemy. When 
planning for combat, the belt would have been the primary piece of defensive 
gear put on by a Roman soldier. The belt trains one to be ready for battle. As 
a Christian, you need to be ready to protect yourself against the powers of 
darkness and not be oblivious and ignorant. As a leader, one must be prepared 
in all situations. When it comes to the breastplate, the Roman soldier would 
have fastened it around the chest to protect vital organs. Righteousness must 
be worn as a breastplate in order to war against inequality and dishonesty. 
Righteousness helps reinstate harmony and order in our homes, in our 
businesses, in our ministries, in the land, and any other situation we may face. 
God extends his righteousness to every believer in Jesus Christ and it is not 
anything we can achieve by doing good deeds.  

However, we must have the mind of Christ to perform actions and good deeds 
as Christ did. Marching was an indispensable part of a soldier’s life, and no 
soldier could rally without well-built, strong shoes. Breaking of a soldier’s 
shoes was a metaphor for flaws or trounce. The studded shoes permitted the 
soldier to stand firm. Without the shoes, the soldier could not retain his 
position against the enemy. The gospel of peace is when we have tranquility 
with God. When situations arise, we must seek God first to give us answers 
and then a peace about them. The shield was made from goatskin or calfskin 
that was laid over sturdy pieces of wood. Before going into battle, the soldier 
was drenched in water so when the flames from the fiery arrow was thrown, 
the water would immediately extinguish them. The shield of faith is a believer’s 
protection against temptation. When tempted in any situation, one must 
remember that the faith you have in God can get you through any situation. 
Any distraction that the enemy brings can be counterattacked by one’s faith 
in God. As far as the helmet is concerned, it was formed from bronze in iron 
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and the two-hinged cheek, sections the sides of a soldier’s face. The helmet 
protected the skull and neck from the enemy. The helmet points to God’s 
final victory on the cross and over all forces of the enemy. Salvation for a 
believer can ensure that all sin can be forgiven. Salvation for a believer ensures 
that Jesus has already defeated all evil in this world. As a believer, we must 
walk in the assurance of the finished work and continue to strive for excellence 
in our daily walk with God.  

Unlike all the other armor, the sword was used to back down the enemy and 
not necessarily to protect us from the enemy. The sword, which is the bible, 
was usually crafted from iron and there was an extra coating on the blade. The 
Word is a believer’s offensive weapon to defeat the enemy. When someone is 
being attacked, one must ensure that they have the Word on the inside and 
readily available for use. If you ever find yourself in an unusual or 
uncomfortable situation, the Word will back down the plans of the enemy, 
silence them, and provide you with instructions on how to react.  

The helmet, shield, breastplate, belt, sword, and gospel all provide you with 
the necessary tools to overcome sin. As we rely on God and study his Word, 
we will know how to act, what is appropriate and not appropriate according 
to the Bible, and how to respond God’s way to others. I think the greatest 
cause of poor ethical decisions is not studying the bible and seeing what God 
says about the matter. There are instructions for every area of your life in the 
bible, but when you start to rely on flesh, emotions, and the world, judgments 
become tainted, evil, and sinful. When you are not studying and you have no 
spiritual guide to show you your faults, you make unfortunate decisions. Study 
to show yourself approved. Hide God’s word in your heart so you will not sin 
against Him. Repent if needed and get ready for battle. 
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Excerpt from My Father's Father by John W. Wilson 

My parents grew up in a small country area. The type of area where 
everybody knows your name and if they don’t, they know someone 
who does. Their households included both parents that knew each 
other most of their lives. They went to elementary school together, 
but didn’t get to know each other until high school. Although they 
were in the same grade, my mother was about six months older than 
my father. They grew up and lived almost contrary lives where my 
father was the only child and my mother was the second oldest and 
only girl of four. The area that they lived in was considered low-
income, with little wealth. The primary source of employment were 
“chicken plants” or poultry processing plants, which gives an idea 
of what the economic status was for that area. Neither my mother 
nor father’s family had very much money but my father at the time 
was living in a two-room shack with his parents. One day in high 
school, my father’s friend asked him “who would you marry”? I 
guess that was a question that high school students asked each other 
back then and he made it known that he would marry my mother. 
According to my mother, he was a charming nice young man, well-
dressed, and professional, even in high school. It wasn’t odd for him 
to wear a shirt and tie to school. I guess the charm and fancy clothes, 
were part of the reason he won my mother over and they began 
dating. At the beginning of their relationship, my father was 
ashamed to take my mother to his home. Not long after they starting 
dating, my father’s parents were able to move into a mobile home. 
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Dating my mother influenced that greatly because mobile homes 
were a popular choice back then in my community. During the 11th 
grade, my parents began to seriously date. That sounds like the 
making of a beautiful love story…but the love story didn’t turn out 
to be that beautiful. 

What started as a beautiful love story would soon become an on and 
off relationship because of my father’s infidelity. The infidelity 
would continue throughout the relationship and later into the 
marriage. Despite their challenges, they attended the 11th grade 
prom together, however, they did not attend their Senior Prom 
together. They continued their courtship on and off throughout high 
school as my mother tried to help my father complete the 12th grade 
and graduate. Her efforts were not in vain, as they both graduated 
in 1972. 

After graduation, my mother decided to attend Business School in 
Washington, D.C., while continuing to pursue a relationship with 
my father. While my mother was in college furthering her 
education, she would hear stories of my father taking other girls to 
the drive-in movies. Although that was a distraction, it didn’t stop 
her from completing business school or maintaining a relationship 
with my father, even after transferring schools to be closer to home. 

In September 1974, my father joined the service and in the same 
month my parents married. After they were married, my father’s 
tour in Germany began. My mother joined him in October of 1974. 
My parents stayed in Germany for 17 months and missed two.  
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Excerpt from “Standing On His Words” by Simene’ Walden 

Day 23: Favor from God 

n the sixth month of Elizabeth’s pregnancy, God sent the angel Gabriel to 
Nazareth, a village in Galilee, to a virgin named Mary. She was engaged to be 

married to a man named Joseph, a descendant of King David. Gabriel appeared to 
her and said, “Greetings, favored woman! The Lord is with you!” (Luke 1:26-28 New 
Living Translation) 

Whether you are male or female, God is with you. You are pregnant with the 
promises of God and He expects you to carry them for the full term. If the school 
year is the full term in which you are to carry what God has given you, are you 
properly nourishing it? Your students are pregnant with the promises of God. Are 
you properly nourishing them? If you are not an educator in the school system, you 
are still an educator in your respective area. Are you properly nourishing the 
students, the adults, the patients, the clients, the parishioners, the children, the 
followers, fans, and foes God has placed you in charge to take care of. Are you 
carrying them full term or have you aborted them like the millions of babies Planned 
Parenthood has assisted in aborting? 

  

“I 
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Day 23: Favor from God 

Do you believe that God is with you? Do you believe that you are pregnant with the 
promises of God? What promises has God promised you? Are you carrying them to 
full term or are you looking to abort them? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________  
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Day 24: Lazy People 

azy people want much but get little, but those who work hard will prosper.” 
(Proverbs 13:4 New Living Translation) 

When you come to work, work. If you are supposed to be planning, plan. If you 
are supposed to be meeting, be productive in the meeting. If you are supposed to be 
at work at a set time, be on time. Perfect your craft and be the best educator you can 
be. Be the best business owner you can be. Be the best you, you can be. 

  

“L 
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Day 24: Lazy People 

What areas do you need to work harder in? In your opinion, what motivates one to 
be lazy? What is your response to lazy people that you have to work with or have 
employed?  

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________  
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Excerpt from The Student Teacher Quotes by Simene' Walden 

  

Don't ask for more if you can not handle what I have already given 
you. That includes more of my time, my love, my compassion, and 

my heart. (from God) 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

 

Stop trying to prove to people you matter. You do. You absolutely 
DO MATTER! 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

 

Those who have nothing going on will never celebrate someone 

who does. 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 
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If all we read is the world’s news, all we will have is a world view. 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

 

Stop telling people all about your success. Some people really are 
not happy about you nor your success. 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

 

Secret envy and secret jealousy makes people hate you and 
everything you stand for. Their bones are decaying daily because of it. 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

 

Everyone has problems. People just may not tell you or post it to a 
media site. Privacy is a commodity today. 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 
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Excerpt from “Unmasked to Heal”, Authors Roberta Phillips, 
Cynthia Rose, Kim Johnson, Crystal River, & Simene’ Walden 

The Fear Factor 

Healing from “The Fear Factor” by Roberta Phillips 

The Beginning of Fear 

“Train up a child…” (Proverbs 22:6) 

I can recall sitting at the kitchen table with two of my elder siblings while doing homework. After I 
became stuck on a math problem, I called out to my siblings for help, but to no avail. So, I climbed 
underneath the kitchen table and grabbed a hold of my sister’s leg and began shaking it. 

At the time, my grandparents cared for us each day after school, while our mom was at work. Both my 
grandparents were brought up with a strict, “train up a child…” mentality (Proverbs 22:6). 

This particular evening, grandma was in the front room of the house watching television. She could 
always be found there, after all of the household chores were completed. My grandpa wasn't too far away; 
five feet on his left side were my siblings and I, and another five feet our grandmother was on the right 
side of him. Together, they usually kept us in close proximity to them to ensure that we didn’t misbehave. 

Grandpa sat against the wall wearing blue overalls while he fiddled with something in his hands. 
Suddenly, he was alerted by the sounds of my little voice coming from beneath the dining room table. I 
cannot imagine what he may have been thinking at the time; however, by his reaction, it was nothing 
good. I wonder if memories of his history replayed in his mind to make him react in such a way. 

In an instant, Grandpa had snatched me so fast from under the table. I never saw him coming, and 
I didn't have time to run. All of a sudden, I was looking at the ceiling with my feet in his hands while 
being held up from the floor. 

The spanking felt as if he were using a thick leather belt, but it was actually his very strong hands. I 
will never, ever forget that day. Even now, if I think long enough, I can still feel the sting of that whipping 
as if it happened yesterday. What lessons did I learn? Ask someone else for help with my homework, 
preferably an adult, and it was safer to ask Grandpa since he was the disciplinarian of the house. 

As for my mother, she was an entirely different story. If I was ever disobedient, she would spank me 
even after I had been spanked by my grandfather. They were from what we called, “old school,” which 
meant that if one adult spanked you, they passed on the information to your parents, and you were sure 
to get spanked a second time. 
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My mother had a method to her madness; she would make us either lie across the bed or stand and 
touch our toes while she spanked us. I know somebody reading this knows exactly what I am talking 
about. Have you ever had feelings of fear, yet, felt loved all at the same time? 

My mother's spankings almost always came with a note attached that said, "It’s going to hurt me more than 
it hurts you.” For the record, I never believed that statement since I was the one in pain. 

Once I became a parent, my perspective changed. I finally understood that the pain my mother spoke 
about in her note wasn't a physical pain, but an emotional one. She was speaking from her heart. She did not 
enjoy giving spankings, but it was necessary to keep us from repeating the action.  

It is the same way with our Heavenly Father. He loves us so much that He also chastens and corrects 
us. Oftentimes, we return back to the same sin only to be corrected again. God will first correct us in 
small, subtle ways, and then take drastic measures when we continue in disobedience. Even so, my 
mother's love could not prepare me for the mental, physical and emotional pain that awaited me in the 
future. 

Hello Fear 

“God has not g iven us…” (2 Timothy 1:7) 

When I was seven years old, my mother decided to move our family to another state in hopes of 
providing a better life for us. A friend of my mothers who lived in Kansas City, Missouri allowed us to 
stay with her until my mother was able to get back on her feet. 

The friend also hosted other families in her home. When we arrived, I remember being immediately 
separated from our mother. Note: It is important to pay attention to all “red flags” from others, but 
especially when there are small children involved. 

My mother agreed to stay in the garage which had been converted into a two-bedroom home just 
outside of the main house. My siblings and I were moved to the main house along with other children and 
their parents. My mother’s decision to live separately from us would change the course of my life for the 
next eighteen years. 

The following morning, I woke up completely soaked in my own urine. My mother had gone to work, 
and I was left to fend for myself in my new surroundings. I did not know anyone and had to rely on others 
to take care of me. 

I confided in an older girl who stayed in the room with me. She ran to get one of the adults who 
then sent me to the dining area. As I entered the doorway of the room, I saw the owner of the house 
seated in a chair. She had an audience of the other children who were seated on the floor in front of 
her. 

She told me to bring to her the piece of carpet that I had urinated on. She directed me to place it on 
the floor between her legs. She then ordered me to kneel down and put my face in the wet spot, like a 
dog, as everyone stood around watching. I heard chuckles from some of the kids, but not one single 
person uttered a word in my defense; not even my siblings. 
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Excerpt from “My Hair Is My Crown” by Michaela Turay and 
Quinie Bangura 

 

My Hair Is My Crown 
By Michaela Turay and Quinie Bangura 

 

Mommy washes my hair so it can be clean and healthy. 

Sometimes mommy only uses conditioner to wash my hair. 

I like those days because it does not take as long. 

When mommy is done, my hair is always so soft and smells so good. 

 

Mommy is always gentle when she washes my hair because I have thick curly hair. 

She tells me I have beautiful coily hair. 

Mommy says my hair is magic and brown girls like me have magical hair too. 

 

Co-Washing: using only conditioner to wash hair instead of using shampoo 

Mommy dries my hair with a towel after she washes it. 

Then she puts my hair in little ponytails. 

“1...2...3...4..." I count four little ponytails on my head. 

 

I ask mommy why she always puts my hair in these ponytails? 

“You have such thick curly hair”, she says. 

So, it is best to moisturize curly hair, piece by piece”.  

Mommy told me she does it like that so she doesn’t miss one curly coil of my hair.  
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Testimonials 
This is a phenomenal read that will equip you for battle in the spirit realm. 
This book should be in every Christian soldier’s arsenal! 

Brent & Angel Rhodes (Marriage of God), Texas 

 

This booked gave me more scriptures to read for my healing and how to 
fight my enemies. This is a very good read. 

Victoria, North Carolina 

 

When I asked for an editor to proofread my very first book, Simene’ quickly 
responded. Let me say, I asked for an editor but she delivered so much. I 
don’t think I could ever thank her enough for how careful and helpful she 
has been during this process. In the end, she celebrated and congratulated 
me on the successful launch of my book. Now that’s support! I will be using 
her services again and I highly recommend her to anyone whether you’re a 
novice or not. Simene’ is awesome. 

Veronica, Maryland 

 

Recently, I purchased, Standing on His Words, by Simene’ Walden because 
I was interested in learning about how I could spiritually address many of 
the challenges within the educational system. From the first prayer, 
Empowering Educators Through Prayer, I was captivated by the power and 
passion that was outlined as she exposes the devil in schools across the 
world! Each prayer addresses the reasons why prayer is important for all of 
us regardless of whether we are educators, administrators, or parents. As 
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an administrator, there is a prayer that directly speaks to preparing my 
heart to address the needs of my schools in a professional Christ-like way 
as opposed to the way of the world. My favorite is chapter called, Prayers 
for Intercessors Praying for the Educational System. This chapter is call to 
action for all people to confront the specific challenges close to their hearts 
and intercede through prayer. As a mother, I have prayed several devotions 
from this book over my child daily, and I am looking forward to using it in 
conjunction with my Bible as there is specific scripture that that 
accompanies each devotion. I cannot wait to see the manifestation of God’s 
power through these prayers! Thank you, Simene’ for writing this book to 
encourage us as adults to pray for our children and ourselves to be better 
stewards over the God’s Kingdom. I stand with you in the movement of 
#praying4schools through #StandingonHisWords. 

Kimberly, Pennsylvania 

 

Both as an advocate for Moms in Prayer, an Educator and a mom myself, I 
find this resource to be invaluable! The power of prayer is monumental and 
we need it now more than ever! Excellent guide! 

Anita, Ohio 

 

The Student Teacher Publishing was a more than great experience. I was 
greeted with professionalism and Simene provided quality work and 
feedback. The encouragement and direction that I gained is immeasurable. I 
look forward to working on future projects with The Student Teacher 
Publishing! 

John Wilson, Georgia 
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Congrats. You continue to be a living proof of what God can do when you 
genuinely seek after Him. What he has done on your life in these past two 
years is mind blowing. Only God could do that. 

Iva, North Carolina 

 

I'm grateful. You are like a breath of fresh air. I thank God for you. I can't 
wait to tell the Prayer Warriors about the work God is doing in your life 
during the midnight prayer. We will keep you lifted as well.  

Robbin, Georgia 

 

This book is one to not only Read BUT keep out ON your desk!! Soooo 
mamy great insights and prayers for sooo many at different stages AND 
struggles as well!! GREAT reference!! A Definite book to get for all!!!!! 

Kelly, California 

 

Precious Woman of God I'm so grateful for the live video Teacher-Student 
prayer call in the morning. I was disappointed because my cell carrier no 
longer allows free calling to prayer lines. I had connected with three of 
which I'm no longer able to pray with. When I found your live prayer call 
it was a blessing and a release. It provides an opportunity for me to unite 
in prayer with like minded people who are providing education, training, 
support and services to youth. It released me to connect in the spirit realm 
with others so the strength of our prayers not just my prayer can make 
earth resemble God's mandate from Heaven. I'm not a teacher. I'm a 
counselor. Your obedience to God in bringing this prayer wheel into the 
earth will be the means that someone's child will be set free, delivered, 
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saved, empowered, launched into their purpose. You are a conduit for the 
voice of God and the will of God to impact education systems. You have 
afforded me the blessed privilege of putting prayer power to work early 
when I rise. Thank you. Remain fiercely victorious my Sister-friend. 

Laurae, North Carolina 

 

Ms. Simene’ Walden has provided me with guidance and support. Ms. 
Walden is also available to me in matters relating to school programs, 
technology and every step of the way. I feel truly fortunate to have such an 
ally who is always available and always willing to guide me. Ms. Walden 
takes her job very seriously, my success is her success and I could not be 
happier with her continuous direction, leadership and support. 

Linda, Maryland 

 

Simene's love for the word of God and Holy Spirit-inspired prayers shines 
through in this book. Standing on His Words provides powerful devotions 
and prayers for your child, your student, or any little one in your life. It is 
the time to take our school system back for God from the inside out. 
Covering children with the prayers in this book will ignite the fire of revival 
within the walls of our educational institutions to fulfill Acts 2:17: “In the 
last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and 
daughters will prophesy, your young men will see visions”. I highly 
recommend this book to anyone who has a passion for the next generation. 
Join the band of prayers to lead the next generation to Jesus. Thank you 
Simene for this life changing book. 

Ibidun Layi-Ojo, Maryland  
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